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The second edition of Winning Casino Craps has been updated to cover changes in how the
game is played and how casinos treat their players. This entertaining and informative guide
includes:• Instructions for playing craps, including illustrative examples from actual games•
Explanations for the basic betting combinations• Dos and don'ts for making bets• Aggressive
winning strategies

"A beautiful blend of history and prose and proves again Mr. Toll’s mastery of the naval-war
narrative, carrying the reader smoothly from the marble halls of Washington to the Pacific’s gritty,
red-stained beaches."― Jonathan W. Jordan, Wall Street Journal"A gripping narrative of the
central Pacific campaign…. Toll is strong on the operational details of battle, but he is no less
skilled at presenting something that is frequently missing from military histories, a well-rounded
depiction of the home front on both sides."― Walter R. Borneman, New York Times Book
Review"Heavily researched…. Toll’s absorbing text flows smoothly and quickly, helped along by
anecdotes and stories involving combatants and political leaders on both sides."― S. I. Dunn,
Dallas Morning News"In The Conquering Tide, Ian Toll takes his place as one of the great
storytellers of war. He is equally vivid and commanding describing landing on a carrier at night,
making grand strategy in Washington, and brawling in a bar in Australia. Toll is a master; he is
writing for the ages."― Evan Thomas, author of Sea of Thunder and Ike's Bluff"A lucid and
learned exposition of the grand chess match between high commanders in the middle years of
the Pacific War, vividly evoking the grit and gristle of its many horrors and triumphs. Ian W. Toll is
a superb historian whose writing appeals to both the head and the heart."― James D.
Hornfischer, author of Neptune’s Inferno: The U.S. Navy at GuadalcanalAbout the AuthorIan W.
Toll is the author of the New York Times bestsellers The Conquering Tide, Pacific Crucible, and
Six Frigates, winner of the Samuel Eliot Morison Award and the William E. Colby Award. He lives
in New York.
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Cutting Edge Craps: Advanced Strategies for Serious Players



Dvmalloy, “Made me a lot of money. Knowing virtually nothing about craps, but hearing about
how much fun it was, I bought the original edition of this book in advance of a Vegas trip
(company-paid, of course). The first day, I went to a $10 table with $150, applied Mr.
Silberstang's principles, and walked away $500 richer. The winnings stayed in my room. The
next afternoon (a Friday), knowing that I was very lucky to land on a hot roll with so little bank, I
went to the same table with $300, but never used more than half of it. I made $650. The dealers
understood exactly what I was doing, and would remind me to put down my come bets and
odds. All winnings stayed in the hotel room. After dinner I went to the same table, asked for
$100 in chips. The dealer recognized me, and kindly said "This is a $25 table on Friday night."
Whoa. I gulped and put down another $150. I played for maybe an hour and made another
$1500. In three days, I had an envelope with $2650 of house cash.I only lost once that I recall. I
walked into Harrah's in New Orleans all cocky but only had $150 cash on me. A few cold rolls
and that was gone. I broke the rule - make sure you have enough bank to weather the cold
spells.A couple of times, I had to work hard to get back to even, but I didn't lose. Otherwise, the
one Pass, two Come plan with odds has worked like a charm. It can be tedious at times, but it
works.”

Sam Zeitler, “Item stated "used", but was in new condition.. Neutral, no pluses or minuses for
me!”

George Roman, “Off and On!. Off and On: that's what you'll be saying to the dealer at the craps
table after you read this book! It means that one of the numbers you've had working for you on
the board has hit while you were betting the come. The dealer hears this and expertly sets up
your next bet while shoving the stack of chips that you've just won toward you. Sweet.And yet
virtually no one else at the craps table understands what just happened! Why is that?The
typical craps table is filled with bets that a craps player should never make. And the bets that
give a craps player the best odds of winning are *completely unmarked!* Why is that?It's
because that's the way the casino wants it.This book completely dissects every bet on a craps
table. It explains the odds of winning for each bet, and then focuses on the bets you should be
making, teaching you how to make those bets even though there are absolutely no indications
on the craps table for them.For my money, if you're going to play against the house, craps is the
best game to play. Here's why: 1) Unless you count cards, your best odds of winning are at the
craps table; 2) Everyone at a craps table is typically on the same side of the bet -- you'll never be
cheering while someone else is cursing; and 3) You stand when you play, so your feet remind
you to take a break.I've been at hot craps tables, where a shooter is rolling the dice for twenty
minutes or more. It's amazing how much money you can win in such situations. The problem is
that you never know when a table is going to get hot. This book teaches you how to make your



money last while you're waiting for that streak, and then how to capitalize on it when it arrives.I
haven't read any other books on craps. When I wanted to learn how to play craps I got lucky and
found this book and that's all I needed. Silberstang writes in a clear, easy to understand
manner. There's enough math to explain how the odds work, and there are numerous diagrams
to exlain the craps table itself.Maybe I'll see you at a table sometime. You'll know me as I'll be
the one saying "off and on."  ;-)”

Waverider, “I found the book easy to read and learned a lot about the finer .... This is my first
book on Craps so I don't have anything to compare it with. I found the book easy to read and
learned a lot about the finer points of trying to play to win.”

RsW, “Worth hanging on to. This book explains the game and odds clearly.Also states the best
bets to make for the best odds in your favor.And of course, to stay away from the center of the
craps layout.The Come bet with full odds versus a place bet makes total sense.A good book to
have, to refer to again and again.”

Dyrick P., “Four Stars. Very informative!”

Terence, “Amazing Read. Great book with some amazing strategies. It's all about getting the
best odds in the casino and this book does all the math for you! I have won lots of money since
reading this. Thanks a lot!!”

The book by Stanford Wong has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 41 people have provided feedback.
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